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New Life Café
Rosa Dominguez has a dream to open her own café.
She also has diabetes. Is it the end of her dreams?

New Love…

New Life…

New Café…

Or is it the start of a long and beautiful story?
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The Story

At Rosa’s New Café
Rosa visits her new café. Fernando is the construction manager.
The café will open soon.
Hello, Fernando.
Everything will be ready…
I hope?

1

You can
count on me, Rosa.

2

Rosa brings lunch for Fernando and the workers.
Fernando asks Rosa to stay for lunch.

You cooked all of this for us?
Will you join us for lunch?

3

Rosa can’t stay for lunch. She has an appointment.
Of course.
A check-up is
always a good
idea.

I can’t. I have to go
to the doctor.
It’s just a check-up.

4
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At the Doctor’s Office
Rosa goes for her check-up. First, she speaks to the receptionist.
My name is
Rosa Dominguez.
I have an appointment.

6

7

The receptionist gives Rosa important information.
Mrs. Dominguez,
this is New York!
You don’t need a
Social Security card
to see the doctor.

8

Insurance?
I don’t have insurance.
Is there a special program
that can help me?

10
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What insurance
do you have?

9

Rosa asks a good question.
There sure is. Just fill out
this form, and a doctor
will be right with you.

11
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Then Rosa sees the doctor. She doesn’t understand him.
Get your lab tests.
Then come back
and see me.

12

13

14

14

After the check-up, Rosa meets her grandson, Eddie, on the street.
I just came
from the doctor.

15

What did
he say?

16

“Blah, blah, blah.”
I didn’t understand what he said.
Oh, lab tests!
He said I need to get lab tests.
I don’t have time for this!
I have a café to open.

17
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At Rosa’s Apartment
Fernando visits Rosa. Her daughter, Luz, opens the door.
Mami,
there’s someone here
to see you!

19

So, did everything go all right
at the doctor’s office?
Everyone was worried.

20

Everyone?

Well… I was worried.

21

Will you come
for lunch tomorrow?

No, not tomorrow.
I have to go for lab tests.
22

23

24

How about dinner, then?
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The “Sugar Disease”
Rosa goes back to the doctor’s office. Eddie goes with her.
Rosa asks the doctor to slow down.
Could you please slow down?
I’m nervous. And when I’m nervous,
I have trouble understanding English.

Your lab test
results show…

24

25

Okay, Mrs. Dominguez.
Do you know
what “diabetes” is?

26

Oh, the “sugar disease.”
So that means
I have to eat
less sugar, right?

28

Diabetes, ’Buela.

27

Rosa finds out she has diabetes.
Yes, but that’s not all.

29

’Buela or Abuela = Spanish for “grandmother”
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Rosa has to make some changes.
And you must
change your diet –
what you eat
and what you cook.

You have to get
exercise every day.
And take your medication
every day.

30

31

Make your recipes low-fat.
It’s good for your heart.

I have to change
what I cook?!
But I am about to
open a café!

32

33

My recipes!

What will I do?
How can I open
my new café?

34
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That Night at the Café
Rosa and Fernando have a date for dinner. They meet at the café.
Fernando has good news. Rosa has bad news.

The new stove is here.
You can start cooking!

Rosa, what is it?!

35

36

Fernando,
I can’t open this café!
If I can’t cook my
Dominican dishes,
I’m not me.

37

Fernando, I have something
to tell you. I have diabetes.
I can’t eat the way I used to.
I can’t cook the way I used to.

38

Rosa feels hopeless.
This is the end
of all my dreams.

39
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Rosa, that’s not true.
You’ve worked so hard
to open this café.

I have to change
everything. I can’t do it!
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Fernando doesn’t agree. He thinks Rosa can do it.
You packed up your whole life
in the Dominican Republic
to come to New York.

If you made that change,
you can change a recipe.

41

42

Fernando has an idea.

43

44

I can’t do it.

He plays some music. They dance.

45
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See? Your feet
are still Dominican.

46
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In the Park with Ying
Rosa meets her friend, Ying. Ying offers Rosa a cookie.
Here, take one.

47

I can’t.
It’s not good for me.

49

48

Ying doesn’t know about Rosa’s diabetes. Rosa tells her the news.

They’re delicious.
Eat one.

50

Ying, I have
diabetes.

51

Ying encourages Rosa.
I know a lot of people
who have diabetes.

52

They manage it.
They do just fine.

53

encourage = give hope
9 • new life cafÉ
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Fresh and Healthy
Back at home, Eddie has a surprise for his grandmother.
It’s fresh
and healthy.

What’s all this?

Abuela…

55

54

56

You always liked
my cooking!
Why do I have to
change now?

Abuela,
you’re a great cook.
All your food tastes good.

57

58

Eddie hopes his Abuela will try some new healthy recipes.
I love you.

59
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Rosa makes some changes.

A

B

CC

D

E

F

G

H

Watch the show to see what happens.
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Lesson 1

Rosa’s New Life
Match each sentence with a picture on page 11.
Follow the example.
Picture
1.

Rosa and Ying walk fast to get exercise.

2.

Ying gives Rosa a gift.

3.

Rosa takes medicine for her diabetes.

4.

Rosa and her daughter, Luz, eat a healthy breakfast.

5.

Rosa practices tai chi (a Chinese form of exercise).

6.

Rosa tries a new recipe.

7.

Rosa admires Ying’s gift—a pair of exercise shoes.

8.

Rosa and Fernando dance together at the new café.
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Lesson 2

Who We Are
Complete the sentences. Follow the example.
doctor • Eddie • Fernando • Luz • receptionist • Rosa • Ying

1. M
 y name is

Rosa

.
I love to cook delicious Dominican food for my family.
I want to open a café, but I have diabetes. Do I have
to change all my recipes? How can I open my café?

2. My name is

.
I am the construction manager for Rosa’s new
café. I like my job. I also like Rosa. When Rosa
finds out she has diabetes, she is very upset. She
says it’s the end of her dreams! But I disagree.

3. M
 y name is

.
Rosa is my grandmother. I call her “Abuela” or
“’Buela.” That means “grandmother” in Spanish.
I go with her to the doctor and write down what
the doctor says. I also buy her healthy food.
She’s the best cook in the world!

4. M
 y name is

. Rosa is my
mother, and I’m concerned about her health. It’s not
easy to change, so I encourage her. I tell her, “Little
by little, one day at a time.” I know she can do it!

13 • new life cafÉ
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5. M
 y name is

. I’m Rosa’s
friend. Do you like Rosa’s shoes? I got them for
her. I help Rosa manage her diabetes—we go on
fast walks and do tai chi together.

6. I am the

at the doctor’s
office. Every day, I help people like Rosa
Dominguez. If you don’t have health insurance,
you can ask for a special program. If you need an
interpreter, you can get one—for free!

7. I am Rosa’s

. I’m very glad that
Rosa came to see me. Diabetes is a serious illness,
and Rosa needs to make some changes. But it’s not
the end of Rosa’s dreams. I help lots of people with
diabetes. I can help Rosa, too.

Here is another character in New Life Café.
Watch the show and meet him.

I meet Rosa
in the doctor’s office.
She helps me
get an interpreter.
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Lesson 3

What Happens?
Complete the sentences. Follow the example.
get exercise • goes • has to • is building • like • show • will be

1.	
Rosa is starting her own business. It
2.

Fernando

3.

Rosa and Fernando

4.

Rosa

5.

She

6.

The lab test results

will be

a Dominican café.

the café.
each other.
to the doctor for a check-up.
get lab tests.
that Rosa has diabetes.

7.	The doctor says that Rosa must take medicine,

,

and change her diet.

doesn’t think • encourage • is • manage • opens
8.

Rosa

9.

She

upset.
she can change her recipes.

10. Rosa’s family and friends
11. Ying tells Rosa that she can
12. Rosa learns to manage her diabetes and

15 • new life cafÉ

her.
her diabetes.
her new café.
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Lesson 4

Where Is It?
Find these things in the story.
Write the page number(s). Follow the example.

1.

Social Security card

2.

medical form

3.

street crosswalk

4.

flowers

5.

CD player

6.

broccoli

7.

medication

8.

exercise shoes
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Lesson 5

Talking about Health
Find the meaning. Follow the example.

1.

diabetes

2.

disease

3.

doctor’s appointment

4.

check-up

5.

a form

medicine (pills, for example)

6.

lab test results

a date and time to see the doctor

7.

manage diabetes

what you eat and drink

8.

medication

9.

diet

10. recipe

17 • new life cafÉ

sickness, illness
	an official paper with
blank spaces to complete
a regular doctor’s exam

1

	a disease that makes it hard
for your body to use sugar

	list of ingredients and instructions
for cooking
what the lab tests show
control diabetes
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Lesson 6

Talking about Health
Complete the sentences. Follow the example.
• diabetes
• get exercise
• lab test results
• recipes
• sugar

Doctor:	Your (1)

lab test results

• diet
• have to
• medication
• slow down
• understand

show . . .

Rosa:	
Could you please (2)

? I’m nervous. And

when I’m nervous, I have trouble understanding English. Last
time I was here, I didn’t (3)

anything you said!

Doctor:	Okay, Mrs. Dominguez. Do you know what
(4)

is?

Rosa:	Oh, the “sugar disease.” So that means I (5)
eat less (6)

, right?

Doctor: 	Yes, but that’s not all. You have to (7)
every day. And take your (8)

every day.

And you must change your (9)

—what you

eat and what you cook.
Rosa:	I have to change what I cook?! But I am about to open a café!
My recipes!
Doctor:	Make your (10)
your heart.
Rosa:
we Speak NYc • season 1

low-fat. It’s good for

What will I do? How can I open my new café?
new life cafÉ •
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Lesson 7

Talking about Health
Rosa has to manage her diabetes.
She has to make some changes.
But she doesn’t have to give up her dreams.

has to = necessary doesn’t have to = not necessary
Circle has to or doesn’t have to. Follow the example.
1.	Rosa

has to / doesn’t have to have a Social Security card to see the

doctor. In New York City, she can see a doctor without a Social Security card.
2.

Rosa has to / doesn’t have to get exercise. She can go on a fast
walk for 20 minutes, four times a week.

3.	Rosa

has to / doesn’t have to ask questions when she doesn’t

understand. She can also ask the doctor to slow down.
4.	Rosa

has to / doesn’t have to make some changes in her diet.

She can use low-fat milk and eat smaller portions.
5.	Rosa

has to / doesn’t have to eat less sugar. She can drink

diet soda, not regular soda.
6.	Rosa

has to / doesn’t have to pay a lot to get health care.

She can call 311 to get information about free or low-cost health care.
7.	Rosa

has to / doesn’t have to give up her dreams. She can

change her recipes and open her café.
portion = amount of food for one person

19 • new life cafÉ
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Lesson 8

Good Question!
Help Rosa ask questions.
Start with Do I have to…
Follow the example.

1.

have a Social Security card to see the doctor
Rosa:

Do I have to have a Social Security card to see the doctor?

Receptionist: No, you don’t.
2.

fill out this form
Rosa:

?

Receptionist: Yes, you do.
3.

take my medication every day
Rosa:

?

Doctor: Yes, you do.
4.

change my diet
Rosa:

?

Doctor: Yes, you do.
5.

make another appointment
Rosa:

?

Doctor: Yes, you do.
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Lesson 9

What Can You Say?
What did
he say?

What insurance
do you have?

Could you please
slow down?

Did everything
go all right at the
doctor’s office?

Is there a special program
that can help me?

What can you say? Follow the example.
1.

You are the receptionist. Ask Rosa about her health insurance.

What insurance do you have?
2.

You are Rosa. Ask about a program for people without insurance.

3.

You are Rosa. Ask the doctor to speak more slowly.

4.

You are Eddie. Ask Rosa what the doctor said.

5.

You are Fernando. Ask Rosa about her doctor’s appointment.

Say the words out loud—like actors on TV!
21 • new life cafÉ
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Lesson 10

What Can You Do?
Match the problem with the best solution. Follow the example.
Problem
1.	
You don’t have

Solution
A

health insurance.

•A
 sk the doctor:
Can you please slow down?
Can I have an interpreter?
• Bring a friend or family member.

2.

You don’t have a doctor.

B

• C
 all 311.
Say: I don’t have health insurance.
Ask: Is there a special program
for me?
•G
 o to: www.nyc.gov/HealthStat.

3. 	You don’t understand

C

• C
 all 311.
Say: I need a doctor.
Ask: Is there a hospital in
my neighborhood?

D

• C
 all 311.
Say: I would like information
about diabetes.

the doctor.

4. 	You want to know if you

have diabetes.

• Visit www.diabetes.org.

5. 	You need more information

about diabetes.

E

• C
 all 311.
Ask: Is there free diabetes testing
in my neighborhood?
• M
 ake an appointment with your
doctor and get lab tests.
Ask: What do the lab test
results show?
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Lesson 11

Watch the Show
Who says it?

Watch New Life Café. Listen carefully.
Find out who says these lines.
		
1.

“The interpreter is free. That means no fee. You see?”

2.

“I love you, New York!”

Who says it?

3.	“We are in Washington Heights, the Dominican

capital of New York.”
4.	“She teaches English to immigrants!

She likes opera! She’s perfect!”
5.

“Smaller portions!”

6.

“Little by little. One day at a time.”

7.

“ What am I supposed to do with turkey sausage…
with broccoli?”

8.

“My dream has come true.”

Rosa	Eddie	Luz

receptionist

23 • new life cafÉ

new patient

Ying

doctor
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Lesson 12

Watch the Show
What’s going on?

What do you think is going on in these pictures?

Watch
We Speak NYC • New Life Cafe
to find out what is going on.
Go to www.nyc.gov/WeSpeakNYC
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Lesson 13

Tell the Story
Use these words to tell a friend about New Life Café.

Find 5 health words. 	Find 5 words you want to learn.
1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

5.

5.
Word picture: www.wordle.net/

25 • new life cafÉ
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What You Can Do
To Learn More English

 et together with friends who are learning English, too. Watch
G
We Speak NYC together. Do the exercises together.

Read
the story out loud with a friend—like actors on TV!
It’s a good way to learn.
 o to your local public library. To find the nearest library, call 311
G
or go to www.nypl.org, www.brooklynpubliclibrary.org
or www.queenslibrary.org.
 you have a high school diploma and want to improve your English
If
and start college, go to www.clip.cuny.edu or www.cuny.edu.
 ake a list of words and expressions you learned from
M
New Life Café.

Visit the We Speak NYC website.
• Read the Study Guides.
• Practice your English.
• Watch videos of all the episodes.
• Read about your favorite
characters!
www.nyc.gov/WeSpeakNYC
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What You Can Do
To Manage Diabetes

Find this document at
www.nyc.gov/health. Search
for “self-management goal.”
27 • new life cafÉ

goal = something you want to do
cope with stress = find ways to relax
monitor blood sugar = check your blood sugar
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What Does This Mean?
What is a community health center?
A community health center gives low-cost or free
health care. Anyone can go there. You do not
need immigration papers. You do not need health
insurance. You do not need a Social Security card.

What is a Social Security card?
A Social Security card is an official identification
card. U.S. citizens and permanent residents have
them. In New York City, you don’t need a Social
Security card to see a doctor.

What is health insurance?
Health insurance helps people pay medical bills.
Some people get health insurance from their
employers. If you don’t have insurance, call 311
and ask for free or low-cost health insurance.

What is medication?
Medication is what the doctor gives to treat
an illness. When a person has diabetes, it’s
important to take medication every day.
Follow the doctor’s instructions carefully.
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Dictionary: Translation of Key Words
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Go to www.nyc.gov/We SpeakNYC to learn more.
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Dear Rosa
Write a letter to Rosa.
Ask her a question.
Give her advice.
Tell Rosa your story!

Dear Rosa,

Sincerely yours,

31 • new life cafÉ
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Answers
Page 12
1. Picture G
2. Picture E
3. Picture D
4. Picture B
5. Picture A
6. Picture C
7. Picture F
8. Picture H
Pages 13-14
1. Rosa
2. Fernando
3. Eddie
4. Luz
5. Ying
6. receptionist
7. doctor
Page 15
1. will be
2. is building
3. like
4. goes
5. has to
6. show
7. get exercise
8. is
9. doesn’t think
10. encourage
11. manage
12. opens
Page 16
1. page 2
2. page 2
3. page 3
4. page 4
5. pages 7, 8
6. page 10
7. page 11
8. page 11
Page 17
1.	a disease that makes it hard for
your body to use sugar
2. sickness, illness
3. a date and time to see the doctor
4. a regular doctor’s exam
5.	an official paper with blank spaces to
complete
6. what the lab tests show
7. control diabetes
8. medicine (pills, for example)
9. what you eat and drink
10. list of ingredients and instructions for cooking
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Page 18
1. lab test results
2. slow down
3. understand
4. diabetes
5. have to
6. sugar
7. get exercise
8. medication
9. diet
10. recipes
Page 19
1. doesn’t have to
2. has to
3. has to
4. has to
5. has to
6. doesn’t have to
7. doesn’t have to
Page 20
1.	Do I have to have a Social Security card
to see the doctor?
2. Do I have to fill out this form?
3. Do I have to take my medication every day?
4. Do I have to change my diet?
5. Do I have to make another appointment?
Page 21
1. What insurance do you have?
2. Is there a special program that can help me?
3. Could you please slow down?
4. What did he say?
5.	Did everything go all right at the doctor’s
office?
Page 22
1. B
2. C
3. A
4. E
5. D
Page 23: Watch the show for these answers.
1. receptionist
2. new patient
3. Eddie
4. Ying
5. doctor
6. Luz
7. Rosa
8. Rosa
Page 25: There are other correct answers.
Health words: doctor, diabetes, check-up,
exercise, medication
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